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Celebrating 35 years in 2019, interiors+sources magazine is the
premiere resource for the commercial interior design market.

On the Pages of interiors+sources

Dedicated to providing the story behind the aesthetic, our 35,000+ readers of both digital
and print know interiors+sources is the go-to to learn the latest in long-term design trends,
industry certification, sustainability, material science, and where design is headed. Readers
know that when they turn to i+s, they are getting insight into the latest they need to know
to get their job done.

With i+s, you can expect fascinating content and journalistic
integrity from a team who is curious and passionate about
what is happening in the industry, including:

In 2018, we began introducing a variety of assets that provide more information on the
stories readers see in print, including the I Hear Design podcast, which lets readers into the
longer conversations we’re having on design, videos that give a behind-the-scenes look at
the stories we’re developing, and our beloved CURIOS sample box that is delivered directly
to the door of the top designers. Our 2019 goals include expanding as thought leaders by
increasing our speaking opportunity at industry events and tradeshows.
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features four carpet tile patterns. The Adapt
Collection draws its inspiration from nature’s
astonishing combinations of textures,
shapes, and colors that continually change

•

Long-term trend analysis looking beyond what’s hot right
now toward what you can expect in 5 to 10 years’ time.

•

The best products rolling out the doors each month so you
always know what’s new.

•

Clear information on the latest in material science.

•

Opinions from the best voices in the industry.

•

Updates on the newest designers making waves.

and evolve over time. It speaks to nature’s
transformation and ability to adapt to its
ever-changing surroundings. The four
patterns, Moss, Stream, Brush, and Pebble,
each mimic the element that they are named
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after and are available in 13 colorways.

8. Tailor Grace from Mats Inc.
Tailor Grace is a durable floor covering that
provides sound reduction, indentation resistance, and comfort under foot. The new line
of flooring emerged from the timeless nature
of the capsule wardrobe: well-appointed and
edited to include essentials that withstand the
test of time. Four distinct collections, Natural

saturated hues and warm wood tones with
matte finish. Simple and classic, the new line
encourages intermingling complementary
colors or contrasting patterns by selecting
options from two or more collections.
9. Brian Eno from Graham & Brown
As a founding member of the band Roxy
Music, acclaimed producer for talent from
David Bowie to U2, social activist, and
multimedia artist, Brian Eno is synonymous
with groundbreaking innovation in pop
culture. The Brian Eno Collection by Graham
& Brown showcases a clever and artful
layering of his original designs with patterns
from the company’s archives. It includes two
distinct montages that transition from a bold
mix of patterns into a cohesive design as
you step away from the wall: Flower Mask
Blue Wallpaper and Flower Mask
Jade Wallpaper. ➤
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A forum for association members to hear the latest from
ASID, IIDA, and IDEC.

Constructed of Antron Lumena solution

and Urban Classic, offer tailored palettes of
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dyed nylon, the new Adapt Collection
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Concise updates from the latest research in the
field, helping the A+D community keep on top of what they
need to know

7. Adapt Collection from Atlas

Nautical, Denim and Leather, Tasteful Modern,
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